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THESIS ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION: Accurate staging of oesophageal cancer is critical in predicting prognosis and tailoring therapy. However, the current TNM based staging system is suboptimal because it combines patients with very different outcomes into each disease stage. Our aims are to identify pathological factors or molecular markers that can significantly improve the accuracy of the oesophageal cancer staging system by both a retrospective database review as well as detailed analysis of oesophageal cancer specimens. The benefit of incorporating sentinel lymph node biopsy with oesophageal resection will also be determined.

METHODS: 240 patients (mean age, 62 yrs) were identified from an Oesophageal Cancer database between 1997 and 2007. We re-examined all pathology slides from the original resection to identify significant prognostic factors, and to determine suitable paraffin blocks for the remaining parts of the study. Tissue microarrays were constructed from 89 paraffin blocks for HER2 gene amplification by silver-enhanced in situ hybridization (SISH). Incidence of HER2 positivity, and correlation to clinicopathological variables were determined. Of the original 240 patients, we identified 119 patients who were classified as node-negative. Additional sections with immunohistochemistry (IHC) staining were performed on the relevant paraffin blocks. The yield of occult tumour deposits was determined along with their prognostic significance. Thirty-one consecutive oesophageal cancer patients underwent resection and sentinel lymph node retrieval. Endoscopic peritumoural injection of $^{99m}$Tc antimony colloid was performed, and sentinel lymph nodes were identified and sent off separately for serial sections and IHC.
RESULTS: The 5-year overall survival rate was 36% (median, 24 months). Only histological grade and refined nodal status were found to be independent prognostic factors. True HER2 gene amplification was detected in 14 (16%) oesophageal cancer specimens. No significant associations were found among gene amplification, clinicopathological factors, or survival. Of 119 node negative patients, 31 patients (26%) were found to have occult tumour deposits with serial sections and IHC. Five-year survival rates were 60% for patients who remained node-negative, 33% for patients with isolated tumor cells, 40% for patients with micrometastases, and 0 for the patient with a metastasis ($P=0.02$). At least one sentinel lymph node (median, 3) was identified in 29 of 31 patients (success rate, 94%). In 28 of 29 patients, the sentinel lymph node accurately predicted findings in non-sentinel nodes (accuracy, 96%).

CONCLUSIONS: A staging model in oesophageal cancer which incorporates refined nodal status and histological grade appears to be more accurate than the current TNM staging system. While molecular targeting may be possible for approximately 16% of oesophageal adenocarcinoma patients, HER2 oncogene amplification was not associated with any affect on survival in this study. Almost one third of all node negative patients had occult tumour deposits in their nodes that were missed on their original pathology. Surprisingly, even those with isolated tumour cells had a significantly worse prognosis than those without. Sentinel lymph node biopsy seems to be feasible and accurate in predicting overall nodal status. It improves staging accuracy and should therefore become standard of care in the surgical treatment of patients with oesophageal cancer.
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